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By Jack Common

Bloodaxe Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Kiddar's Luck (New edition),
Jack Common, 'He was indeed the nearest anybody ever got to Charlie Chaplin in print.the
sentences skid and dance and hop on one leg or take a custard pie right on the chin or duck and
weave and leave you gasping behind. But he is more for the wry smile than the belly laugh'. This
was how Sid Chaplin described Jack Common, author of two of the best working-class novels of the
20th century, and 'the best prose writer to come from the North-East of England'. "Kiddar's Luck",
his first novel, was a commercial flop when it first appeared. It has since been called a 'neglected
masterpiece', remarkable for its 'linguistic mastery and insights into the lives of working people,
free of illusions and false heroics' (Richard Kelly in "The Independent"). Jack Common was born in
1903 in Heaton, Newcastle, and grew up in the terraced streets backing onto the railway yards
where his father worked.The boy Willie Kiddar in Common's account of a Newcastle childhood is a
thinly veiled self-portrait, and "Kiddar's Luck" tells the story of his first 14 years, from conception on
a Sunday...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son-- Ar t Gisla son

It is fantastic and great. It is writter in easy words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just delighted to explain how this is actually the best book i have
got read through during my individual life and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS
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